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Dear Readers,

We are back with another exciting issue. Spring is just started & 
summers are around corner so are the designers busy launching 
their latest lawn collections & leaving no stone unturned to bring 
the best to you. We kept our eyes at the best collections & featured 
some of them in this issue, some others will be coming in our next 
issue, so have look at them inside.

On eve of International Women’s Day, we have paid special tribute 
to the most inspirational women’s figure & former first lady of 
United States, Nancy Davis Reagan as she rest in peace & left 
behind her all the legacy.

This issue also features reel review on Hollywood’s block blustered 
movie “Dead Pool” & exclusive sneak peak to one of the biggest 
awards shows “The Oscars” & many more on inside pages. We 
hope that you’ll enjoy reading the issue as much as we’ve while 
creating it for you.

Happy Reading!
Syncmag Team

32 21
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Tete A Tete UN Security Council to vote on more North Korea sanctions Tuesday

Immigration Minister John McCallum offers praise and congratulations to everyone inside Canada and out who helped the 
federal government bring in 25,000 Syrian refugees, but warns there is much more to be done. “We are not having a massive 
celebration about this, because it’s only a victory for Phase 1,” McCallum 
told reporters gathered at Toronto Pearson International Airport today.The 
effort now will shift to Phase 2: helping settled refugees find permanent 
living arrangements, jobs and to get them enrolled into language training for 
either French or English. 5 things to know about Canada’s refugee program 
25,000th refugee arrives in Canada‘Focus on Syria comes at expense of 
Iraqi refugees’The government has managed to bring the 25,000 Syrian 
refugees into Canada “at a cost of a little over $700 million, and I can tell you 
we are under the budget that we set,” McCallum said. “We did not spend the 
reserves that we had established.”The minister did say, however, that the 
federal government would likely need additional funds to pay for the costs 
of language training, because many of the new arrivals do not speak French or English.  This past weekend the government 
reached the 25,000 figure for settled refugees from Syria. That number included both government-sponsored and privately 
sponsored refugees. As of Feb. 27, private sponsors had brought in 8,527 Syrian refugees since the Liberals came to office.
In order to meet the Liberal government’s campaign promise of bringing in 25,000 government-sponsored refugees,

Russian President Vladimir Putin said on Monday he was instructing his armed forces to start pulling out of Syria, over five 
months after he ordered the launch of a military operation that shored up his ally, Syrian President Bashar al-Assad.Putin, 
at a meeting in the Kremlin with his defence and foreign ministers, said Russian military forces in Syria had largely fulfilled 
their objectives and ordered an intensification of Russia’s diplomatic efforts to broker a peace deal in the country.But the 

Russian leader signalled Moscow would keep a military presence: 
he did not give a deadline for the completion of the withdrawal and 
said Russian forces would stay on at the port of Tartous and at the 
Hmeymim airbase in Syria’s Latakia province.Kremlin spokesman 
Dmitry Peskov said Putin had telephoned Assad to inform him of 
the Russian decision.The move was announced on the day United 
Nations-brokered talks between the warring sides in Syria resumed 
in Geneva. “The effective work of our military created the conditions 
for the start of the peace process,” Putin said.“I believe that the task 
put before the defence ministry and Russian armed forces has, on the 
whole, been fulfilled. With the participation of the Russian military... 
the Syrian armed forces and patriotic Syrian forces have been able 

to achieve a fundamental turnaround in the fight against international terrorism and have taken the initiative in almost all 
respects,” Putin said.Questions remained about the practical implications of Putin’s announcement. It was not clear if 
Russian air strikes would stop. Russia will retain the capability to launch them, from the base in Latakia province.Through 
its intervention in Syria, Putin has restored Russia status as a major international player capable of exerting its influence 
far from its borders, and forced the United States to reckon with Moscow’s interests.

25,000 Syrian Refugees Have Landed, Now For Phase 2,
Says John McCallum

Putin Orders Start Of Russian Forces’ Withdrawal
From Syria
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India pledged to spend $5.2 billion dollars to double the income of struggling 
farmers and also boost a rural employment scheme as it unveiled its annual 
budget on Monday under pressure to balance much-needed spending with 
fiscal prudence.India is now the world’s fastest-growing major economy, 

but years of drought and 
a failure to create jobs 
for a burgeoning young 
population has left millions 
of rural Indians struggling 
and led to deadly protests 
in recent weeks.Finance 
Minister Arun Jaitley 
said India’s estimated 
120 million farmers were 
the “backbone of the 
country’s food security” 

as he pledged to spend Indian Rs359bn on the country’s vast agriculture 
sector.“We need... to give back to our farmers a sense of income security,” 
Jaitley told parliament as he presented the budget in parliament.

Will there be a Pak-India sing-off before the World Twenty 20 match 
on March 19 at the Eden Gardens?Not quite. But two megastars from 
Pakistan and India will sing the national anthem of their respective 
countries back-to-back before the first innings begins, reports First Post.
While classical singer Shafqat Amanat Ali seems like an obvious choice 
to sing Pakistan’s national anthem, some may be surprised that Amitabh 

Bachchan will lend 
his vocals to India’s. 
Bachchan even 
confirmed the news 
by retweeting a post 
in his official Twitter 
hand le .However, 
Bachchan, who is 
known for his rich 
baritone, has worked 
as playback singer 
to great success. He 

sang in his film Mr. Natwarlal, and was even nominated for the Filmfare 
Award for Best Male Playback Singer.Sources in the Cricket Association 
of Bengal on Tuesday said roping in Bachchan was its president Sourav 
Ganguly’s effort. “The president was involved and the plan was on for a 
long time,” CAB sources said.

The US State Department on Monday made 
public the final batch of emails taken from a 
private server which former secretary of state 
Hillary Clinton controversially used during her 
time in office.Clinton will hope the release will 
quiet the furore over her decision to spurn 
a government email account, but federal 
investigators are still probing whether her 
home-brew set-up posed a risk to national 
security.The email scandal has been seized 
upon by Clinton’s Republican opponents and 
is one of the few major clouds still looming 
over her otherwise very promising campaign 
to become the 2016 Democratic presidential 
nominee.State Department spokesman 
John Kirby said the final batch of roughly 
3,800 pages of mails brought the sum total 
released to more than 52,000 vetted and in 
some cases partially redacted pages of official 
correspondence.When, last year, it emerged 
that Clinton had used a private server and non-
official address for all her email while in her 
former post, her rivals cried foul, suggesting 
she may have been illegally covering 
something up.Clinton protested that none of 
the mails had been marked “classified” when 
she sent them and, after her own lawyers had 
removed mails they deemed purely personal, 
submitted a 52,000 page document dump to 
the State Department. Over recent months, 
government lawyers have combed through 
the stack, retroactively investigating whether 
any mail contained information that should 
have been classified ─ and they found several 
that raised questions.

India Pledges Billions For Farmers In
‘Make-or-Break’ Budget

State Department 
Releases Last Batch Of 

Clinton Emails

It’s Amitabh Vs Shafqat In National Anthem
Sing-Off At Pak-India World T20 Match
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Montreal Shaadi Show

When planning a wedding in Montreal, there are just so 
many vendors to consider. Having too many to choose 
from can be overwhelming. Wedding & bridal shows might 
be a good place to start when you’re just at the beginning 
stages of your planning. They can provide good source of 
information, inspiration and a platform for you to meet 
different vendors all in one place. Here we are giving you 
review back to one of the biggest Premier South Asian 
Wedding Show that held every year & returns this year 
on APRIL 10, 2016 AT PLAZA VOLARE AT CROWNE PLAZA 
6600 CHEMIN DE LA COTE DE LIESSE.

Believe us, this is the most amazing & spectacular wedding 
show having over 4,000 attendees, over 60 vendors 
representing different categories like clothing, photo/ 
video, décor, hair & make-up ,jewellery, caterers sweet 
tables, wedding invites, florists, henna, DJ’s, entertainment 
and many more. The show also offers free parking, free 
food tasting & lot of prizes to be won. Save the date, let 
the countdown begin & meanwhile take a sneak peak to 
the previous Montreal Shaadi show!

Montreal’s Premiere Source For
South Asian Wedding Information
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Montreal Shaadi Show 3 - Syncmag Booth

Montreal Shaadi Show
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Montreal Shaadi Show  3 - Ramp
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Montreal Shaadi Show  3 - Varvara
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OSCARS 2016

Sync Paparazzi

Kate Winslet & 
Leonardo Dicaprio

Sharmeen Obaid
 Sylvester Stallon

Kelly RipaMindy Kaling

 Sophie Turner

Whoopi Goldberg

Common

The 88th Academy Awards ceremony, presented by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (AMPAS), honored 
the best films of 2015 and took place on February 28, 2016, at the Dolby Theatre in Hollywood, Los Angeles.

Mad Max: Fury Road won six awards, the most for the evening, and Spotlight won two awards including Best Picture. 
Other winners include The Revenant with three awards, and A Girl in the River: The Price of Forgiveness, Amy, Bear 

Story, The Big Short, Bridge of Spies, The Danish Girl, Ex Machina, The Hateful Eight, Inside Out, Room, Son of 
Saul,Spectre, and Stutterer with one each.

Awards, smiles, selfies and statuettes … from Chris Rock’s killer monologue to Leo’s long-awaited win, here are all the 
biggest stars and the best images from this year’s Academy Awards.
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Lady Gaga
Tom McCarthy &

Wendy Merry McCarthy
Actor Kevin Hart &

Eniko Parrish
Actor Sylvester Stallone 

& Jennifer Flavin

Priyanka Chopra
 Eddie Redmayne

Saoirse Ronan

Bryan Cranston

Finn Wittrock
Matt Damon &

Luciana Barroso
 Naomi Watts &
Liev Schreiber Isla Fisher
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Tribute To Former First Lady Nancy Reagan
As She Rest In Peace

Nancy Reagan, the former actress who was fiercely protective 
of husband Ronald Reagan through a Hollywood career, 
eight years in the White House, an assassination attempt and 
her husband’s Alzheimer’s disease, died at her Los 
Angeles home on Sunday, March 6th at age 94. 

The cause of death was congestive heart 
failure. “She is once again with the 
man she loved,” her stepson Michael 
Reagan wrote on Twitter. Reagan 
became one of the most influential 
first ladies in U.S. history during her 
Republican husband’s presidency 
from 1981 to 1989. Her husband, 
who affectionately called her 
“Mommy” while she called him 
“Ronnie,” died in 2004 after a 
long struggle with Alzheimer’s, 
the progressive brain disorder 
that destroys memory. As news 
of Nancy Reagan’s death spread, 
tributes poured in from Washington 
to Hollywood. President Barack 
Obama, a Democrat, and first lady 
Michelle Obama said Nancy Reagan 
redefined the role of first lady.

Nancy Davis was a Hollywood actress 
during the 1940s and 1950s and married 
Reagan, a prominent film actor, in 1952. She then 
served as first lady of California during her husband’s 
stint as California governor from 1967 to 1975 before moving 
into the White House after his decisive victory over incumbent 
Democratic President Jimmy Carter in 1980. Her most 
publicized project as first lady was the “Just Say No” anti-
drug campaign. After her husband developed Alzheimer’s 
disease, she became an advocate for discovering a cure. She 
was diminutive and publicly soft-spoken, but Nancy Reagan’s 
strong will, high-tone tastes and clout with her husband 
made her a controversial figure during his presidency. As 
Reagan’s wife, political partner and adviser, she became one 
of America’s most potent first ladies.

Nancy Davis was a Hollywood actress during the 1940s and 
1950s and married Reagan, a prominent film actor, in 1952. 
She then served as first lady of California during her husband’s 

stint as California governor from 1967 to 1975 before 
moving into the White House after his decisive 

victory over incumbent Democratic President 
Jimmy Carter in 1980. Her most publicized 

project as first lady was the “Just Say 
No” anti-drug campaign. After her 

husband developed Alzheimer’s 
disease, she became an advocate 
for discovering a cure. She was 
diminutive and publicly soft-
spoken, but Nancy Reagan’s 
strong will, high-tone tastes and 
clout with her husband made her 
a controversial figure during his 
presidency. As Reagan’s wife, 
political partner and adviser, she 
became one of America’s most 
potent first ladies.

“I see the first lady as another 
means to keep a president from 

becoming isolated,” she said in 
1985. “I talk to people. They tell me 

things. And if something is about to 
become a problem, I’m not above calling 

a staff person and asking about it. I’m a 
woman who loves her husband and I make no 

apologies for looking out for his personal and political 
welfare.” Tiny and frail in her later years, Reagan devoted 
her time to caring for her ailing husband at their home in 
Los Angeles’ exclusive Bel Air enclave. She was always a 
stickler for protocol and detail and stoically presided over 
the former president’s weeklong funeral and celebration of 
his life in June 2004. The former president’s Alzheimer’s 
struggle made Mrs. Reagan a campaigner for broader human 
embryonic stem cell research, a stand that put her at odds 
with many Republicans.

Sync Feature
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Some critics dismissed her “Just Say No” efforts as simplistic 
but she became America’s most visible anti-drug crusader at 
a time when the crack cocaine epidemic was raging.

After leaving the White House, she created the Nancy 
Reagan Foundation to continue her anti-drug campaign. The 
organization helped develop the Nancy Reagan Afterschool 
Program in 1994 aimed at drug prevention and life skills 
for youth. She’d had her own medical challenges. She was 
diagnosed with breast cancer in 1987 and underwent a 
mastectomy. But she maintained an upbeat view  even when 
it didn’t involve gazing adoringly at her husband, as she 
famously did in countless pictures.

In a 2001 interview, which took place on Ronald Reagan’s 
90th birthday, CNN’s Larry King asked the former first lady 
whether she felt that fate had treated her badly. “No, no. When 
you balance it all out, I’ve had a pretty fabulous life,” she said. 
Nancy Reagan is survived by Patti Davis and Ron 

Reagan her two children with Ronald Reagan -- and Michael 
Reagan, a son from Ronald Reagan’s first marriage to Jane 
Wyman. Maureen Reagan, Ronald Reagan’s daughter with 
Jane Wyman, died in 2001.

“Nancy and Ronald Reagan were one of the great love stories 
of the American presidency,” said Craig Shirley, Ronald 
Reagan biographer and presidential historian. 

In 1988, she addressed the U.N. 
General Assembly, saying the 

United States must do more with 
tougher law enforcement and anti 
drug education efforts and should 
stop blaming the poor nations that 
produce most of the narcotics used 

by Americans.

Sync Feature
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“Digital Dreams 
Nautica”

Gul Ahmed’s new prêt collection 
“Digital Dreams- Nautica” takes 
inspiration from the nautical and 
maritime elements, from ships, 
maps and more as well as from 
elements of marine life itself. The 
colour palette for Nautica draws 
on deep-sea hues, fusing exciting 
textures across a diversity of 28 
individual designs. 
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Your fitness isn’t only a reflection of the 
number of hours you’ve spent in the gym and 
the healthy food you’ve been eating. A large 
number of tiny, external factors affect your 
fitness like lack of sleep, stress, sedentary 
lifestyle, etc. A perfect fitness plan takes 
all these factors into consideration along 
your fitness training. We’re in a constant battle against everything that 
stands in our path to being a lean, mean fighting machine.  We believe 
that these small tips can definitely push you towards a healthier, fitter 
you.

Schedule Family Fitness Time:
Rather than spending time in front of a 
movie screen, consuming greasy sugar 
loaded treats, you can take the family 
out on a hike or a picnic and have a 
fun, healthy day that’ll bring the family 
together.

Get a Good Night’s Sleep:
Spending too little time hitting the sack 
is proven to cause stress to the body 
by increasing cortisol and insulin. This 
makes fat loss difficult, as it promotes 
fat storage and fatigue.

Get Active At Work:
Rather than being sedentary at work, 
we suggest you walk around in your 
breaks, also when you’re sitting in front 
of your computer, you can sit up and 
pull in your abs.

Cook Healthy:
As the cook, you can control the 
amount of butter and saturated fats that 
go into your food. Grilling and roasting 
foods are the best options. You can also 
control the amount of salt and sugars 
you use, by limiting the use of preserved 
sauces and instant mixes.

Eat Smaller, More Frequent Meals:
Studies show that eating 6 small meals 
a day is beneficial in the long run, as the 
smaller the meal, the less your stomach 
will stretch.

De-stress:
Studies show that stress is the major 
cause of many diseases. So, take a 
deep breath and don’t stress over the 
small stuff, it’ll just make things more 
stressful.

Hydrate with Water:
Don’t turn to sodas, juices or calorie 
laden drinks when you’re thirsty. Drink 
8 glasses of water to quench your 
thirst. Most people binge eat without 
realizing the cause of their hunger is 
actually thirst.

Always Eat a Wholesome Breakfast:
Studies show that people who eat a 
good breakfast are less likely to binge 
during the day and be obese. We 
suggest eggs, as a breakfast of eggs 
and whole wheat toast/oats will fuel you 
for the rest of your day.

Healthier You
Fitness Steps

Sync-PotpourriSync-Potpourri
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BACHAANA 
PREMIERS

Bachaana Premier Lahore 

Sync Paparazzi

BIG Film, Hum Films and LALA 
hosted star studded premieres 
of BACHAANA, presented by 
Cadbury Dairy Milk, in Lahore 
on 23rd February 2016 at 
Super Cinema [Vogue Towers] 
and in Karachi on the 25th 
of February 2016 at Nueplex 
Cinemas.
Featuring Sanam Saeed, 
Mohib Mirza and Adeel 
Hashmi, BACHAANA releases 
nationwide on 26th February 
2016.
The full-house premieres, were 
well attended by a diversity of 
film enthusiasts, media and film 
personalities, actors, actresses, 
artists, fashion industry leaders 
and esteemed members of 
the press alike in both cities 
including BACHAANA’s lead 
actors, director Nasir Khan & 
producer Rizwan Saeed.
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After four decades of research, the world’s foremost marriage therapist noticed 
a clear pattern among couples that didn’t stay together.

The Predictor Of Divorce & How To Fix It

John Gottman, Ph.D, author of The Seven Principles for Making 
Marriage Work, is one of the world’s foremost marriage therapists. 
He’s spent four decades studying couples at The Gottman Institute in 
order to determine what really causes a rift between two people and 
how to fix it. Here’s where it gets interesting: After all that research, 
Gottman noticed a clear pattern among couples that didn’t stay 
together, identifying what he says is the no. 1 predictor of divorce. 
Ready for it?

It’s contempt:
Yes  as in eye-rolling, disgust-feeling, negative-thinking contempt. 
Many of us have felt it for a partner before  but even if you’re feeling it 
right now, it doesn’t mean you’re doomed to separate. Here, Gottman 
Institute expert Mike McNulty, Ph.D., LCSW, breaks down what every 
couple needs to know, including why contempt is so detrimental to 
a relationship, how to spot it (in both your partner and yourself) and  
perhaps most importantly how to stop it.

How Contempt Occurs:
It’s normal to feel annoyed at your partner or to disagree on things, 
but when you allow yourself to reach a level of contempt or disgust 
for him or her, that’s when McNulty says it becomes unhealthy. Every 
couple fights, and every couple has issues: “All relationships involve 
ongoing, perpetual problems that will resurface,” says McNulty. 

But it’s how you handle them either with kindness or contempt that 
can make or break you as a couple. “Partners who do not handle 
discussions of these problems well are at the most risk of divorce,” 
he says. Imagine discussing a recurring issue, such as a difficult 
mother-in-law or major difference in libidos. “Partners who are 
headed toward divorce have the following tendencies: They become 
angry and use what we call the ‘four horsemen of the apocalypse or 
negative patterns of communication, which are criticism, contempt, 
stonewalling, and defensiveness,” says McNulty. ”This leads to 
something we call ‘diffuse physiological arousal’

Sync Relationship
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arousal’ or ‘flooding’ [which involves] one or both partners’ bodies 
releasing hormones as heart rates accelerate, muscles become tense, 
the skin becomes hot or sweaty, and the stomach feels nervous.”

The Good News About Anger:
Even if you and your partner have been having some heated arguments 
lately, it doesn’t mean you’re headed for disaster. “Relationships die 
by ice rather than fire,” says McNulty. “Some couples eventually stop 
trying to dialogue. They find working on key conflicts to be too difficult 
or painful. They give up. They grow more distant, and live more like 
roommates than spouses. In the end, emotional disengagement 
is truly the ultimate sign of a relationship headed towards divorce. 
“If you’re both still arguing you haven’t yet reached the point of 
surrender,” says McNulty. 

What to Watch For:
Rolling your eyes at something your partner says is one of the most 
common ways people express contempt. “Besides the eye roll, 
another sign is the lifting of the upper lip to make a sneer,” says 
McNulty. “It’s an overall attitude of disgust at one’s partner and/or 
a sense of superiority.”Sometimes it’s subtle: “For example, when 
discussing how to keep their home [tidy], one partner may say to the 
other, ‘In my family, we cared more about our house.’ The unspoken 
ending to that sentence is, ‘…than your family did.’ The implication 
is: ‘My family is superior to yours.’” McNulty adds that people who 
are perfectionists can easily fall into this trap.

Kicking Contempt to the Curb:
Now that you know how harmful contempt can be, here are five things 
you can do in your relationship to handle conflict better:

1. Be on the lookout for common no-nos, like rolling your eyes, 
sneering, or making passive-aggressive comments.

2. Give your expectations a reality check. “Partners often idealize one 
another and then expect so much,” explains McNulty. He suggests 
you remind yourself that your partner is a different person with 
different opinions and a different set of fundamental needs. You will 
not agree on everything, and you have to learn to be okay with that 
in order to maintain harmony. Why? “With most couples, 69 percent 
of the problems in any marriage are perpetual or ongoing issues, and 
only about 31 percent of problems are solved in a straightforward 
manner,” McNulty explains. In other words, the majority of your 
problems will not go away or be solved you’ll just have to learn to 
compromise.

3. Turn the issue around on yourself.  When something really ticks 
you off, “Think, ‘Why does the behavior bother me so much? Can I 
learn to live with it?’” If not, you can seek counseling to learn some 
coping mechanisms, but as McNulty points out that “in marriage, we 
have to learn to pick and chose our battles.”

4. Instead of feeling anger as your partner is speaking his mind, 
challenge yourself to listen more deeply to your partner’s point of 
view. “This helps partners be more patient when they dialogue,” says 
McNulty.

5. When it’s time to voice your feelings, remember to “complain 
gently without blaming the other person,” says McNulty. Talk about 
your feelings, and how you feel, versus blaming or criticizing their 
actions. “These shifts in behavior are fairly simple but really do make 
a difference,” McNulty says.

Sync Relationship
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ONIONS
The moisture of the refrigerator 
will eventually turn onions soft and 
mouldy. Keep them in a cool, dry 
place instead. But don’t put them 
near your potatoes. When stored 
together, both deteriorate faster.

HONEY
Honey will stay good practically 
forever if you keep it tightly sealed 
at room temperature.

BREAD
The refrigerator will dry out your 
bread quickly. Unless it’s sliced 
sandwich bread that you plan on 
using in the next few days, keep 
it in the freezer or on the counter 
instead.

GARLIC
Garlic will start to sprout in the 
fridge eventually. It may also get 
rubbery and mouldy, so it’s best to 
keep in a cool, dry place.

BASIL
It’s better to keep basil sitting out in a fresh cup of water, 
like cut flowers. It wilts faster in the refrigerator and 
absorbs the smells of all the food around it.

COFFEE
Leaving coffee beans or grounds in the fridge will 
make them lose their flavour and even take on the 
flavour of foods around them. Store large quantities in 
the freezer, and smaller amounts in a cool, dark place.

OLIVE OIL
Storing olive oil in the fridge will 
make it condense and turn into a 
harder, butter-like consistency.

7 Foods You Should Never Refrigerate
Time to make some room in your pantry

Sync Health
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Express Your Joie De 
Vivre In Sapphire

Sapphire Lawn is an amalgamation 
of signature Sapphire pastel hues, 
opulent fabrics, floral contrasts and 
decadent spirit of prismatic geometry. 
Indeed, the collection is a fusion of 
ethnic and modern cuts and silhouettes 
with influences from Oriental, Chinese 
and Victorian detailing. Witha colour 
palette inspired from prismatic 
pastels, the collection comes in 20 
designs in two color-ways.
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Saira Shakira Opens Flagship Store In Lahore
Fashion designer duo Saira Shakira celebrated the successful launch of their flagship store at 
the prestigious Gulberg Galleria mall in Lahore.The store is designed by Architects Inc and is 
spread over three floors where their new Spring/Summer 16 Luxury Prêt collection ‘Le Ciel’ was 
showcased along with the brand’s Ready-To-Wear, Off-The-Rack Formals, and Bridal collections.
The launch event was attended by fashion designers, stylists, models, socialites and renowned 
media personalities.including Faraz Manan, HSY, Naz Mansha, ShaziaDeen of Neemar, Rana 
Noman Haq, Asifa of Asifa& Nabeel, Munib Nawaz, Zarmisha Dar, Sara Rohale Asghar, Ayesha 
Fazli, ZarminaMasud, Huma Khan and Natasha Saigol. Zara Peerzada was the host for the 
evening while Cybil Chowdhry and Alyzeh Gabol modelled the brand’s latest creations.

Diary Of The Month

United Snacks launches flagship brand ‘Oye 
Hoye’ potato chips

    Leveraging 6 decades of experience in the FMCG Industry, United 
Snacks,aprogressive and dynamic Pakistani snacks manufacturing company,proudly presents their flagship 
brand:“OyeHoye”potato chips. The new snack hassix delicious and diverse flavors; Salt, Barbeque, Tomato, Salt &
Pepper, Masala and Cheese and has been specifically manufactured to appeal to the diverse palate and need for 
convenience of Pakistan’s growing youth. The new product line is now available nationwide.The launch event in Lahore 
was a star studded event and a first of its kind innovative brand launch.The evening was hosted by globally acclaimed 
comedian Saad Haroon with messages from CEO United Snacks Mr. Mohammad H. Muggo, followed by COO United 
SnacksMr, WaleedMuggo in conversation with Saad Haroon. 
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Academy Award nominated film “A Girl in The River 
The Price of Forgiveness” premiered at the 

Prime Minister’s House

Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy wins Pakistan’s second 
Academy Award (Oscar) for “A Girl in the River: 

The Price of Forgiveness”

A special screening of Sharmeen Obaid Chinoy’s Academy Award nominated film “A Girl in the 
River - The Price of Forgiveness” was held at the Prime Minister House in Islamabad on 22nd 
February 2016. The Prime Minister of Pakistan, Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif, had earlier met 
with Academy Award winning filmmaker Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy in Islamabad to discuss the issue 
of honor killing crime in Pakistan in light of Sharmeen Obaid Chinoy’s Academy Award nominated 
film and her Anti-Honor Killing Campaign, The Price of Forgiveness [#PriceOfForgiveness]. 

Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy’s documentary, A Girl in the River: The Price of Forgiveness has won an Oscar award in the Best 
Documentary - Short subject category at the 88th Academy Awards. Indeed Obaid-Chinoy previously won Pakistan’s first 
Academy Award for her documentary Saving Face at the 84th Annual Academy Awards in 2012.She is one of only eleven 
female directors who have ever won an Oscar for a non-fiction film and the only Pakistani to win two Academy Awards
The category of Best Documentary (Short) was presented by Louis C.Kto Sharmeen Obaid Chinoy. Upon receiving the 
award, Sharmeen Obaid Chinoy said:“This is what happens when determined women get together. From Saba, the girl in 
my film who remarkably survived honor killing and shared her story, to Sheila Nevins, Lisa Heller from HBO and Tina Brown 
who supported me from day one. To the men who champion women, 

Diary Of The Month
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Shaan-e-Pakistan Second Edition
Kya Dilli, Kya Lahore 

With the success of its first edition in New Delhi in September 2015, Shaan-e-
Pakistan returns with more exhibitors and partners and this time in Pakistan 
from March 20 – 22nd in Lahore. Presented by LUX; Shaan-e-Pakistan’s second 
installment, Kya Dilli, Kya Lahore and its team unveiled event details pertaining 
to the Indo-Pak collaborative platform through a press conference in Karachi. 

The event initiated with host Anoushey Ashraf introducing the second edition 
of Shaan-e-Pakistan, followed by a flashback into the first season of the cultural 
platform that took place in New Delhi in September 2015. This was followed 
by an address by Fahd Nassr,Head Coordinator of Shaan-e-Pakistan who highlighted the 
cultural ethos of the platform and how the very purpose of the initiative is to bridge the 
gap of trade and friendship between Pakistan & India. Khalid Soorty, VP Programming, Hum 
Sitaray shared his support to the platform along with Iftikhar Vohra. Huma Nassr of Braahtii, 
the powerhouse behind Shaan-e-Pakistan, shared her excitement for the second edition of 
Shaan-e-Pakistan “We are extremely thrilled to host the second edition of Shaan-e-Pakistan 
here in Pakistan itself and what better place than the epicenter of culture, cuisine, history 
and more: Lahore. Lahore and Delhi share many similarities and with a platform like Shaan-
e-Pakistan we hope to provide an opportunity to our Indian friends to experience a slice of 
Lahore and Pakistan in its true sense. I hope for the people of both countries to share their 
work by showcasing their craft, talent, cuisine and ideas on one unified platform. Our vision 
is to bring together the talent of Pakistan and Hindustan for the love of food, music and 
fashion, promoting the values of a shared heritage, peace and acceptance.”

Diary Of The Month
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UPCOMING MOVIES
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

London Has Fallen

Jai Gangaajal

Kapoor & Sons

THE DIVERGENT 
SERIES:

ALLEGIANT

Great Grand
Masti

BATMAN Vs
SUPERMAN:

DAWN OF JUSTICE

Ki and Ka

4 March

4 March

18 March

18 March

24 March

25 March

1 April

Movies Release Date Director

Babak Najafi

Prakash Jha

Shakun Batra

Robert
Schwentke

Indra Kumar

Zack Snyder

R. Balki

Gerard Butler, Morgan Freeman,
Charlotte Riley

Priyanka Chopra, Anuj Aggarwal, 
Prakash Jha, Rahul Bhatt

Sidharth Malhotra, Alia Bhatt, 
Fawad Khan, Rishi Kapoor

Shailene Woodley, Zoë Kravitz, Theo 
James , Naomi Watts

Ritesh Deshmukh, Vivek Oberoi, 
Aftab Shivdasani,Urvashi Rautela, 

Shraddha Das, Puja Bannerjee

Ben Affleck, Henry Cavill, Amy 
Adams

Kareena Kapoor Khan, Arjun Ka-
poor, Amitabh Bachchan,

Jaya Bachchan

Cast

The Feeling Of Being A Free Man Is Yet To Hit Me, Says Sanjay Dutt
Being in and out of prison for 23 years is not something you can just 
get past overnight, even after you’ve been released for good. Just ask 
Sanjay Dutt. The 56-year-old actor, who was convicted in the 1993 
Mumbai serial blasts case, served a 42-month sentence at Pune’s 
Yerwada jail and walked out of jail last month but says the feeling of 
freedom is yet to sink in. “I was in solitary confinement. It will take a bit 
longer for me to feel free. In there, there are so many restrictions, you 
need permission for everything. I am getting used to living life like a free 
man. The feeling is yet to hit me.” “They imprison you mentally more 
than physically. They tell you what to do and what not do in prison,” Dutt 
said speaking the India Today Conclave. He said contrary to people’s 
perception he did not receive any special treatment during his jail term 
and was treated just like other inmates: “I did not get any VIP treatment. 
In fact, I was treated worse than normal inmates as everyone assumed 

I was getting special treatment. The worse thing about jail was the food, 
it was terrible and not 
edible at all.” The star 
went on to in a way 
deny the charge that 
put him behind bars. “I 
am a patriot, my family 
is a patriot. I cannot 
think of harming my 
country. It did affect 
me a lot but I thank 
people that they didn’t lose their faith in me and believed in me.” ”I don’t 
have any regrets. I have learnt a lot in these years. It has taught me not 
to be brash.
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Rolling Stones Announce 
Historic Free Concert

In Havana

Priyanka Beats Tv Show 
Host In Chicken WingEating 

Contest

Disney’s “Zootopia” Cruises 
To Another Box Office Victory

HAVANA: The Rolling Stones will perform a free outdoor 
concert in Havana on March 25, the band announced 
on Tuesday, a milestone event in a country where the 

communist government 
once banned the group’s 
music as an “ideological 
deviation.” The band added 
the Concert for Amity show 
likely to be the biggest rock 
concert ever staged in Cuba 
to a Latin American tour 

that had been due to end on March 17 in Mexico City. 
The performance will come three days after US President 
Barack Obama is due to conclude a visit to Cuba, the first 
by an American president since 1928. Obama and Cuban 
President Raul Castro announced in December 2014 they 
would seek to normalize relations after more than half a 
century of Cold War animosity. The concert, which will be 
filmed, is set to take place on fields surrounding Havana’s 
Ciudad Deportiva, a 26-hectare (64-acre) sports complex. 
It will mark the first open-air concert in Cuba by a British 
rock band, the group said. ”We have performed in many 
special places during our long career but this show in 
Havana is going to be a landmark event for us and, we hope, 
for all our friends in Cuba too,” the band said in a statement 
accompanied by an image of its four current members 
- Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Charlie Watts and Ronnie 
Wood. After the 1959 revolution that brought Fidel Castro, 
Raul’s brother, to power the Caribbean nation censured the 
group formed in London in 1962, as well as the Beatles and 
Elvis Presley. Fidel Castro ultimately lamented the music 
censorship and attended the unveiling of a statue of late 
former Beatle John Lennon in a Havana park on the 20th 
anniversary of his death on Dec. 8, 2000. “I very much 
regret not having known you before,” Castro said during the 
ceremony. At the statue on Tuesday, tour guide Julio Garcia 
reacted with joy to the news of the Stones’ visit, which was 
filtering out slowly on the island.

KARACHI: Indian actress Priyanka Chopra won chicken 
wings eating contest at a TV show where she appeared as 
a guest in the United States. The 
former Miss World was challenged 
by the host of “ The Tonight Show 
Starring Jimmy Fallon. Both the 
contestant ate spicy chicken 
wings and put a spicy sauce on 
them. The Indian actress  rose to 
international fame after appearing 
in  TV series “Quantico”. According to Indian Express, 
during the show the actress spoke about her experience 
of filming her Hollywood debut “Baywatch” .

Los Angeles: Disney’s “Zootopia” cruised to another box 
office victory this weekend, picking up $50 million and 
barreling across the $100 million mark domestically. After 
two weeks of release, “Zootopia,” the critically acclaimed 
story of a plucky rabbit 
policewoman, has 
earned $142.6 million 
stateside. In its second 
weekend, “Zootopia” 
only dropped 33% an 
impressive show of endurance at a time when major 
releases routinely see their grosses cut in half after a 
big opening. The animated offering is benefiting from a 
lack of family fare. It’s been more than six weeks since 
“Kung Fu Panda 3” landed in theaters and the next big 
film aimed at younger audiences doesn’t hit until April 15 
with “The Jungle Book.” “Family audiences have been 
underserved for months, so this movie is perfectly timed 
to get more bang for the buck,” said Paul Dergarabedian, 
senior media analyst at comScore.
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Sanjay Dutt Released After 
42 Months In Jail

Preity Zinta Marries Boyfriend 
Gene Goodenough

Madonna, Ritchie Urged To Settle Custody Battle Over Son

NEW DELHI: Indian film actor Sanjay Dutt was released 
from jail after serving imprisonment for three and a half 
year, India media reported. The Indian Express reported 

that Sanjay had been awarded five 
years of imprisonment by a special 
court, and confirmed by Supreme 
Court in 2013 in the 1993 Mumbai 
serial blasts. Sanjay Dutt, 56, 
walked free from Pune’s Yerawada 
jail on Thursday morning. Actor’s 
full sentence period would have 

ended in November this year, but after being granted 
remission of seven days per month, his date of release 
was set around February end. The remission was granted 
to him based on his behaviour in jail and the good work 
that he has done. In 2007-08, Dutt had served 18 months 
in jail.

LOS ANGELES: Indian Actress Preity Zinta tied the knot 
with her long-time boyfriend Gene Goodenough in a hush-
hush ceremony in Los 
Angeles on Monday 
night (Tuesday morning 
in India). While the 
actress gave no official 
confirmation about the 
wedding date, buzz 
started when the actor’s 
close friends Sussanne 
Khan and Surily Goel 
were spotted in LA and Sussanne also posted a picture with 
Surily on Instagram.
She captioned it as: “Calif Sunday with my @surilydpgoel 
Sunshine and a vintage car. #cityofangels #LA 
#dreamcatcher .”

NEW YORK: A New York judge on Wednesday urged Madonna and her ex-husband Guy Ritchie to work together to resolve 
a custody dispute over their 15 year-old son, Rocco, who has refused to return to his mother’s New York home. Manhattan 
Supreme Court Justice Deborah Kaplan set a June 1 date for Madonna and Ritchie to come back to court following 
a conference call with attorneys for all three parties. Kaplan said she wanted to 
encourage the parents, along with their lawyers, to resolve the matter in the best 
interests of their son. She said she may wish to meet at some point with Rocco, who 
has been living in London with his film director father. In December, the teen ignored 
a court order to fly back to New York to reside with his mother. The pop star and 
Ritchie divorced in 2008 and agreed Rocco would live with the “Material Girl” singer. 
None of the trio appeared in person on Wednesday. Attorney Ellen Sigal, representing 
Rocco, told the judge the teen was enjoying school in London but was having “a 
very difficult time.” ”Having this order over his head has been very stressful for him,” 
Sigal said by conference call. No details were given on why Rocco wished to live 
with his father. According to recent celebrity media reports, Madonna’s strict parenting style is thought to be at the heart 
of the dispute. The singer, 57, is currently on the Asian leg of her “Rebel Heart” world tour, with her next show set for New 
Zealand on March 5. Rocco had joined her for the initial stages of the tour, working backstage. He also went on tour with 
her in 2012. Madonna has posted several childhood photos of Rocco on social media in the past two months, expressing 
her affection for him.
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Soha Ali Khan 
@sakpataudi  March 1 

It’s good to be smart but don’t be too 
smart for your own good!

 Farah Khan 
@TheFarahKhan  Feb 24 

Aaj ka quote-” the worst part of life is 
waiting..best part is having something 
worth waiting for”!Patience is bitter but its 
fruit is sweet.

Hrithik Roshan 
@iHrithik  Feb 18

Never b in a situation wer u utter d words 
should could or would, the better word is DID! 
#teachtolearn 

Dia Mirza 
@deespeak  Feb 26

We are the land of people that have had the 
ancient wisdom that one can react, respond, 
change things - peacefully. Anger NEVER wins.

Preity zinta 
@realpreityzinta  Feb 14

Love in your heart was not put there to stay, 
Love is not love unless you give it away. 

Happy Valentine’s Day Folks..loads of love.. 
Ting

 Varun Dhawan 
@Varun_dvn  Feb 27

I don’t need that hand to hold even when that 
night is gold I have that fire in my soul.

Karan Johar
@karanjohar  March 2 

Death is the only reminder of 
Life....

Tweets
 Of The Month
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CAST: Ryan Reynolds, Morena Baccarin, Ed Skrein, Karan Soni, Gina Carano, Tj Miller, 
Stefan Kapicic, Brianna Hildebrand
DIRECTION: Tim Miller

STORY: Wade Wilson (Reynolds) is a former special forces 
operative who makes a living as a mercenary. Life seems pretty 
good for Wade until he meets Ajax (Skrein), a twisted individual 
with his own evil plans. Ajax performs an experiment on Wade 
that gives the latter a set of superpowers. But this gift comes 
with a price and Wade seeks out Ajax to exact revenge.Deadpool 
traces the origin story of an unlikely, but extremely entertaining 
superhero.

REVIEW: Right from the opening credits itself you’ll find 
yourself realizing that this is the kind of superhero movie which 
is definitely different. In fact, it wouldn’t be wrong to say that 
it is a much-needed shot in the arm for the superhero genre in 
general. While there has been no shortage of comic book hero 
adaptations into film in recent times, Deadpool is one with a 
difference. For one, it breaks the fourth wall - that barrier between 
the film and the audience. This results in the kind of viewer 
involvement that is both endearing and extremely refreshing.

We find out about how Wade Wilson came to be a superhero 
via a series of jump cuts, flashbacks and oodles of humour. And 
then there’s Wade’s girlfriend, the feisty Vanessa (Baccarin) who 
is as messed up as he is. While their brand of romance has to 
be seen to be believed, their chemistry manages to be downright 
kinky to say the least, but delightfully enough, very real.

Wade’s buddy Weasel (Miller), a barkeep, is also his wingman. 
And when both Wade and Weasel share screen space, they’re a 
laugh riot. While the rest of the cast is suitably funny (don’t miss 
the fantastically-named Negasonic Teenage Warhead, played by 
Hildebrand), this really is Reynolds’ moment in the sun all the 
way. He surely has come a long way since 2011’s very ordinary 
Green Lantern. In fact, what elevates this movie to another 
level is not just the snarky one-liners, but the plethora of cross-
references to a lot of other superhero films as well. Supported by 
a very clever script, Deadpool is deliciously irreverent, subversive 
and uproariously funny.

Reel Review
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COLOMBO: Lasith Malinga has stepped down as Sri Lanka 
captain ahead of their World Twenty20 title defence in India, 

the secretary of the country’s 
cricket board told Reuters on 
Tuesday. Angelo Mathews 
would take over as skipper from 
paceman Malinga, who remained 
available to play Super 10 stage 
matches from March 15, Mohan 
de Silva added.“He is stepping 
down only from captaincy,” de 
Silva said. “He has offered himself 
for selection only after (March) 15 
because he is undergoing some 

treatment here in Sri Lanka,” the SLC secretary added.Test 
and one-day captain Mathews was named Malinga’s deputy 
in the original Sri Lankan squad. According to media reports, 
paceman Malinga, who led Sri Lanka to the 2014 World 
Twenty20 triumph in Bangladesh, is recovering slowly from a 
knee injury and is not certain to play all the side’s matches in 
India.The 32-year-old with an unorthodox action has been a 
key player in Sri Lanka´s progress to three World Twenty20 
finals over the last four editions of the tournament. Sri Lanka 
begin their bid for a second World Twenty20 title on March 
17 with a Super 10 stage match against the Group B winners 
in Kolkata.

MADRID: Lionel Messi scored a hat trick as Barcelona 
defeated nine-man Rayo Vallecano 5-1 to become the 

first Spanish club to play 35 
consecutive matches without 
a loss, breaking Real Madrid’s 
record of nearly three decades 
ago. Two goals in as many 
minutes midway through the 
first-half killed the game as 
a contest as Ivan Rakitic and 
Messi netted before Diego 
Llorente saw a straight red 
card for a high challenge 
on Rakitic.Messi completed 
his hat-trick either side of 
Manucho’s consolation for 

Rayo.Luis Suarez also missed a penalty after Manuel Iturra 
was also sent-off for the hosts before Arda Turan rounded 
off the scoring with his first Barca goal. Barca now lead 
Atletico Madrid by eight points with Real Madrid a further 
four points adrift in third with 11 games remaining.Despite 
Rayo’s precarious position just above the relegation zone, 
Barca boss Luis Enrique showed the Madrid side plenty of 
respect by naming his strongest side bar at full-back where 
Jeremy Mathieu and Sergi Roberto replaced Jordi Alba and 
the suspended Dani Alves.

LOS ANGELES: Former tennis world number one Maria Sharapova will be holding a news conference in Los Angeles on 
Monday to make “a major announcement”, though no other details were given by her manager on Sunday. Sharapova’s 
management company, IMG, declined to tell Reuters via email what topic had prompted 
the news conference but added: “It will be very big news.” Monday’s announcement 
will come just four days after Sharapova said she was withdrawing from this month’s 
BNP Paribas Open at Indian Wells in California due to a persistent arm injury. The five 
times grand slam champion has been troubled by her left forearm since the start of 
the year when she pulled out of an Australian Open warm-up tournament in Brisbane. 
Sharapova lost to Serena Williams in the quarter-finals of the Australian Open in 
January and has not competed since then. The 28-year-old Russian has suffered from 
assorted injuries over the past decade, and required shoulder surgery in 2008 that 
led to her being sidelined for nine months. Sharapova also missed the second half of 
the 2013 season because of a shoulder injury. Currently ranked seventh, Sharapova 
claimed her most recent grand slam crown at the 2014 French Open and has won 35 career titles on the WTA Tour. She has 
numerous business interests off the court, including a very successful apparel collection.

Malinga Steps Down As Sri Lanka 
Captain For World T20

Messi Hat-Trick Steers Barca To 
Unbeaten 35-Game Record

Sharapova Set To Make ‘Major Announcement’
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